
“Extremely Messed Up!” Musk Says Activists Causing ‘Massive Drop In Revenue’
As Mass Layoffs Loom

Description

USA: Update (1045ET): In a Friday tweet shortly ahead of the planned 9am mass layoffs, Musk says
that advertisers are bailing due to pressure from activists, which has led to a ‘massive drop in 
revenue’ despite no changes to the company’s content moderation.

“We did everything we could to appease the activists,” Musk added.
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Twitter has had a massive drop in revenue, due to activist groups pressuring advertisers,
even though nothing has changed with content moderation and we did everything we could
to appease the activists.

Extremely messed up! They’re trying to destroy free speech in America.

— Elon Musk (@elonmusk) November 4, 2022

On Thursday we noted that several brands have ‘paused’ advertising campaigns with Twitter –
including food giant General Mills, Oreo maker Mondelez, pandemic profiteers Pfizer and 
Volkswagen’s Audi.

Kelsey Roemhildt, a spokeswoman for General Mills, whose brands include Cheerios, Bisquick and
Häagen-Dazs, confirmed the company has paused Twitter ads. “As always, we will continue to monitor
this new direction and evaluate our marketing spend,” she said.

On Wednesday, Musk participated in a video call with WPP PLC, the world’s largest ad company, and
some of its clients such as Coca-Cola, Unilever PLC and Google, according to people familiar with the
meeting. During the meeting, Musk stressed that Twitter would be a safe place for brands, promising to
rid the platform of bots and add community-management tools, according to the people.

He also discussed how he was seeking to segment the content on Twitter so users could customize
what shows up in their feeds. That would allow people to have the equivalent of a PG-rated version of
the platform, Musk said, and give advertisers the ability to choose which content to be near.

Somehow we doubt that approach will succeed. Instead, what Musk – and other thought leaders –
should do, is show the variance in disposable incomes between those who frequent conservative
media outlets, and those which are a magnet for liberals. Something tells us advertisers will be very
surprise at who has more purchasing power. Because when you cut out the virtue signaling and the PC
bullshit, at the end of the day, an ad is supposed to reach the richest, most willing to buy segment of
society. The fact that this has become lost may explains the dismal state of consumer-facing
companies in the US today.

Let’s not forget that more than 2.1 million people, or 78%, say advertisers should support 
freedom of speech over political “correctness.”
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Meanwhile, cancel queen Nandini Jammi is taking a huge victory lap.

I want to put this on our website as a testimonial???

— Nandini Jammi (@nandoodles) November 4, 2022

*  *  *

Twitter – long considered a safe space for election-influencing jackboots drunk on their own arrogance
– is having its ‘Red Wedding’ moment, as one Employee characterized the widely anticipated mass
layoffs following Elon Musk’s acquisition of the social media giant.

Indeed, with the abruptness of a guillotine, the company’s 7,500 employees were suddenly notified 
in a Thursday email that the layoffs had begun. 

According to the NY Times, workers were instructed to go home and not come back on Friday as 
the cuts proceeded.

“In an effort to place Twitter on a healthy path, we will go through the difficult process of reducing our
global work force,” read the email. “We recognize that this will impact a number of individuals who have
made valuable contributions to Twitter, but this action is unfortunately necessary to ensure the
company’s success moving forward.”

According to previous internal messages and an investor, around half of Twitter’s employees were 
just laid off – however the final number is unknown. On Wednesday employees circulated a message
on Slack that suggested 3,738 people could be fired, but that changes could still be made to the list.

On Thursday evening, employees posted heart emojis and salutes in their Slack channel.

The mass layoffs come a little more than a week after Musk completed his $44 billion purchase of
Twitter – after which he immediately fired its chief executive and other top managers, while other execs
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have since resigned or were fired.

Managers were asked to make lists of employees based on performance.

Meanwhile, Musk brought over 50 engineers and employees from his other businesses – 
including Tesla – to assist with the firings.

The Times then cites some ‘industry’ insider who said there was “nothing visionary or innovative about
summarily firing workers by email,” because Musk is firing people with “specialized expertise and de
institutional knowledge” before he “even seems to have a basic grasp of the business.”

Or, he’s completely wrong and Musk’s team of 50 were able to figure out how to fire 3,500 people
based on contributions.

For employees, it’s a question of whether they ‘can’ or ‘can’t even.’ 

On Wednesday evening, some employees circulated a “Layoff Guide” with tips on 
corporate surveillance and employment rights. One worker created software to help 
colleagues download important emails and documents. He was later fired, he said.

On Thursday, workers got other signals that their workplace was changing. Twitter’s 
“Days of Rest,” which are monthly days off so employees can rest and recharge, 
were removed from their calendars, two people with knowledge of the matter said. Some 
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workers also noticed that the employee directory had been taken offline, according to 
internal chats seen by The Times.

“Has the red wedding started?” one employee wrote on Slack, a reference to a massacre 
scene in “Game of Thrones.” Nine minutes later, the company sent the email informing 
workers of the layoffs. Employees who will keep their jobs would receive a message saying 
so on their corporate accounts, the message said, while employees being laid off would be 
notified on their personal accounts.

As the Times further points out, keeping employees out of the office on Friday means that laid off 
workers can’t take any items from the company (or sabotage it).

“To help ensure the safety of each employee as well as Twitter systems and customer data, our offices
will be temporarily closed and all badge access will be suspended,” the email continues.

Congratulations Twitter, you played yourself. 

by Tyler Durden
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